A carbon nanotube-embedded conjugated polymer mesh with controlled oil absorption and surface regeneration via in situ wettability switch
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Abstract
This paper presents a mesh-type absorbent made of a carbon nanotube (CNT)-embedded polypyrrole dodecylbenzenesulfonate (PPy(DBS)) surface for controlled absorption and release of oils and regeneration of polymer surfaces toward continuous oil/water separation. The mesh absorbs dichloromethane (DCM) under oxidation in aqueous environment and releases them under reduction via in situ switching of underwater wettability. CNTs were grown out of stainless steel surfaces and embedded into the PPy(DBS) film, which enhanced the switchable wettability as well as the surface regeneration. The CNT-embedded morphology improved oil retention by a factor of two in an oxidized state and decreased wetting switch time by 16% in a reduced state over the mesh without CNT embedment during 250 redox cyclic testing. A rolled 2 cm × 3 cm CNT-embedded PPy(DBS) mesh was furthermore used to demonstrate the continuous absorption and release of oils, during which DCM of 16 times of the absorbent weight was collected in 50 redox cycles.

1. Introduction
There is an immense need for low-cost, efficient and reliable methods for oily water treatment and/or oil recovery. Recent decades, materials with special wetting properties and corresponding strategies have been developed for oil/water separation [1,2]. The oleophilic/hydrophobic or underwater oleophobic properties were utilized to separate water from water/oil mixture via absorption or filtration [2–4]. Materials with special wettability, including polymers [5,6,15,7–14], metals [7,16–23], carbon [24–28], silicon [5,14,15,22,29–34], or fluorine [5,11,19,23,34,35]-based compounds were fabricated on various substrates, such as meshes [8,9,35,10,12,15,18,22,27,28,31], fabric or textiles [5,7,14,16,20,21,30,33], sponges [6,29,32], foams [24,34], membranes [13,19,23,26], and aerogels [25], demonstrating oil/water separation.
separation. The special wetting properties were further enhanced by incorporating macroscopic morphologies inherited from the substrates or microscopic structures via microfabrication using chemical etching [18,19,23,24,32,34], nanoparticles [7,10,14,16,17,29] or sol [20,30,31]. These structures enhanced the separation efficiency by introducing higher surface areas for oil absorption (Wenzel’s model [36]) or entrapped air phase for oil rejection (Cassie–Baxter [37]).

While the synergistic effect of surface chemistry and structures enables the materials with special wetting, a strategy for the continuous operation would further enhance the efficiency of oil/water separation. For example, an uninterrupted filtration is possible using well-designed apparatus [7,11,15,17,18,31]. But, typically the oil absorbents gradually lose their wetting capability or reach the limit in absorbing capacity due to fouling or saturation. The degeneration of these materials warrants either the enhancement of their capacity via adding auxiliary receptacle such as bags [30,33] or skimmers [24], or the regeneration or cleaning of saturated materials via rinsing [6,9,30], squeezing [6,32], heating or burning [7,25], UV radiation [7,19,22], or pumping [29,30]. However, all these regeneration methods accompany the process down-time or require additional materials and labors. Various functional materials may enable continuous operation by allowing absorbed oil to be released ‘on demand’ using switching wettability via external stimuli such as temperature, pH, light, electrical, or magnetic field [38–44]. Materials with special wettability capable of in situ switching their wettability would enable controlled trap and release of oils toward continuous oil/water separation.

Here we demonstrate continuous absorption and release of dichloromethylene (DCM) via in situ switch of underwater wettability (i.e., affinity for organic liquid in an aqueous environment) of a carbon nanotube (CNT)-embedded polypyrrole dodecylbenzenesulfonate (PPy(DBS)) mesh. We first grow CNTs on the stainless steel mesh surface, and subsequently electropolymerize PPy (DBS') atop CNTs. We oxidize or reduce PPy(DBS) meshes (with and without CNT embedment) in 0.1 M NaNO₃ to absorb and subsequently in situ release DCM, while simultaneously regenerating the polymer surface. We then prove that the CNT embedment enhances the surface wettability and longevity of the PPy(DBS) mesh. Lastly, we show a proof-of-concept oil collection and surface recovery of the polymer surface via in situ underwater wettability switch.

2. Working mechanism

Fig. 1 shows the mechanism of absorption of DCM and release of once-absorbed DCM using the PPy(DBS) mesh, and in situ regeneration of the PPy(DBS) surface (i.e., regeneration without moving the mesh out of electrolyte or using any additional material to the system). PPy(DBS) switches its underwater wettability in situ upon application of voltages as low as ±1 V [45–47]. When a positive voltage (e.g., 0.1 V) is applied, PPy(DBS) surface is oxidized with a strong adhesion toward oils (therefore the PPy(DBS) mesh can ‘absorb’ oils by adhering the oils on the PPy(DBS) surface (Fig. 1a-i, ii). When a negative voltage (e.g., −0.9 V) is applied, the PPy(DBS) surface is reduced, where previously attached oil droplets roll off from the mesh (Fig. 1b-i) or permeate through the mesh (Fig. 1b-ii). This switching of underwater wettability, as has been previously reported [46–48], is attributed to the reorientation and desorption of DBS⁻ molecules [49,50]. Being amphiphilic,
DBS- molecules have hydrophobic (dodecyl chains) tails and hydrophilic (sulfonic acid group) heads. When PPy(DBS) is oxidized, DBS- molecules bond to the polymer backbone via negative charged sulfonic acid group, leaving dodecyl chains protruding out and rendering surface underwater oleophilic (Fig. 1a-iii). When PPy(DBS) is reduced, DBS- molecules either reorient, exposing their oleophilic heads, or desorb from the surface, accumulating at the oil/water interface (Fig. 1b-iii). This process makes surface oleophilic while reducing the interfacial tension. As a result, the retention force \( f \) (i.e., the force needed to prevent oils from rolling off from the surface) decreases according to Young-Laplace equation [51–53]:

\[
\Delta P_t = \frac{2\gamma \cos \theta_A}{r}
\]

where \( r \) is the pore radius. If the breakthrough pressure decreases to the point that can be overcome by the hydrostatic pressure of oil droplet, the oil permeates through pores of the mesh (Fig. 1b-ii).

We confirmed the desorption of DBS- molecules from PPy(DBS) using energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) and surface tension measurements [49]. Lateral actuation, and on-demand capture and release of oil droplets, have been demonstrated using this unique property [57,58]. Further studies also suggest the performance (e.g., switch time, longevity) of PPy(DBS) can be tuned by adjusting surface parameters (e.g., thickness, roughness, structure, morphology) [50,58,59].

3. Experiments

3.1. Fabrication

Multiwalled carbon nanotubes (CNTs) were directly grown from 304 stainless steel (SS) meshes (Size 200 x 200, McMaster-Carr, Robbinsville, NJ) using atmospheric pressure chemical vapor deposition (APCVD). SS meshes were cut, rinsed, dried and then placed in the center of a 2” quartz tube in a horizontal three zone CVD furnace and heated to 750 °C under the flow of 60 sccm hydrogen (H₂, Praxair, Newark, NJ) and 500 sccm Argon (Ar, Praxair, Newark, NJ). Then, additional ethylene (C₂H₄, Praxair, Newark, NJ) were fed through the system at flow rates of 100 sccm for 7 mins for CNTs growth. Subsequently, the samples were rapidly cooled to room temperature by blowing air into the furnace.

After CNT growth, PPy(DBS) film was electropolymerized atop the CNT-covered SS mesh surface. First, 1 mL pyrrole monomer (reagent grade, 98%, Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) was thoroughly mixed with 150 mL 0.1 mol/L sodium dodecylbenzenesulfonate (NaDBS, technical grade, Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) solution. Then, CNT-covered SS mesh, a saturated calomel electrode (SCE, Fisher Scientific Inc., Pittsburgh, PA), and another SS mesh (5 cm x 5 cm) were submerged in the solution as the working, reference, and counter electrode, respectively. The coating of PPy(DBS) surfaces was carried out using a potentiostat (263A, Princeton Applied Research, Oak Ridge, TN) by applying 0.7 V to the working electrode (vs. SCE) and stopped once surface charge density reached 1 C/cm². The SS meshes deposited with 10 nm chromium (Cr) and 30 nm gold (Au) films using an e-beam evaporator (Explorer 14, Denton Vacuum, Moorestown, NJ), instead of CNTs, were also coated with PPy(DBS) surfaces using the same procedure. After fabrication, PPy(DBS) mesh surfaces were rinsed and dried in air overnight before any further characterizations.

3.2. Imaging

The surface morphologies of the SS mesh, before and after CNTs growth and PPy(DBS) polymerization were characterized using a scanning electron microscope (Auriga Small Dual-Beam FIB-SEM, Carl Zeiss, Jena, Germany) at 5 kV. The increase of PPy(DBS) surface area through the CNT embedment was examined by comparing surface profiles of CNT-embedded and those without CNTs using cross-section SEM images. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) imaging of CNTs grown on SS mesh was also performed. For TEM imaging, a CNT-covered SS mesh was sonicated in ethanol to obtain a low-density, uniform solution of CNTs. A pipette was used to drop this solution on a lacey carbon TEM grid. High-magnification TEM images of CNTs were taken using a JEOL JEM2100F transmission electron microscope at 200 kV.

3.3. Wettability

The in situ switch of underwater wettability of PPy(DBS) was examined by analyzing the behavior of oil droplets on PPy(DBS) meshes in 0.1 mol/L NaNO₃ (i.e., electrolyte). A schematic drawing of the experimental setup is shown in Fig. S1 in Supporting Material. First, PPy(DBS) was oxidized for 30 s, while the mesh was positioned horizontally and DCM droplets of various volumes were applied on the mesh. The mesh was then gradually tilted and positioned vertically to test the affinity of the PPy(DBS) to DCM droplets. Secondly, new DCM droplets were applied to slightly tilted (~1°) oxidized PPy(DBS) mesh, followed by reduction of PPy(DBS) until droplets roll off from the mesh. For both experiments, the whole process was recorded using a goniometer system (Model 250, Ramé-hart, Succasunna, NJ) and was repeated after different redox cycles. PPy(DBS) was oxidized/reduced at 0.1 V/–0.9 V versus a 13 mm x 35 mm platinum (Pt) mesh (i.e., counter electrode). The wettability switch towards other oils (i.e., hexane, cyclohexane, octane, nonane, dodecane, corn oil, and diesel oil) was also tested.

3.4. Absorption and release of DCM droplets

DCM dyed with methyl violet (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) was carefully dispensed into 0.1 mol/L NaNO₃ to form a distinguishable layer. The oxidized PPy(DBS) mesh was dipped in dyed DCM layer to absorb DCM and then was taken out of the DCM layer and reduced for 60 s to fully release DCM. PPy(DBS) surface was oxidized/reduced at 0.1 V/–0.9 V versus a 5 cm x 10 cm SS mesh (i.e., counter electrode). To quantitatively show the amount of DCM transferred by using the PPy(DBS) mesh, DCM was dispensed into a graduated vial submerged in NaNO₃, and transported to the other vial using PPy(DBS) mesh controlled by an axis stage. This demonstration process was fully recorded using a digital camera, and the experimental setup is shown in Fig. S2 in Supporting Material.

4. Results and discussion

4.1. Fabrication of CNT-embedded PPy(DBS) meshes

Fig. 2 shows the fabricated CNT-embedded PPy(DBS) meshes. After CNT growth, the SS mesh changed its color from original metallic silver (i) to dark grey (ii). SEM images show CNTs directly
grown out of the SS surface (iv-vi). Top (iv) and cross-sectional (v, vi) views of the mesh after CNT growth further confirm that the CNTs thoroughly covered the whole surface of SS mesh. Fig. 2-vi shows the detailed images of CNTs with an average length of 2.5 μm and a diameter of 30 nm. The TEM image (inset in vi) shows the grown materials are multiwalled CNTs with the number of walls of approximately 20. Magnified and additional TEM images are shown in Fig. S3 in Supporting Material. CNTs significantly enhanced the conductivity of the original SS mesh surfaces, allowing more uniform and efficient electropolymerization of PPy (DBS). In comparison, PPy(DBS) electropolymerized on a mesh without CNTs is shown in Fig. S4 in Supporting Material, which depicts a less uniform coating of PPy(DBS) than the PPy(DBS) electropolymerized on the CNT-grown SS surface. After electropolymerization of PPy(DBS) on CNT-covered SS mesh, the color of mesh became darker while less gloss (iii). SEM images in Fig. 2-vii, viii show the CNT-embedded morphology formed after the electropolymerization of PPy(DBS) atop the CNT-grown SS surface. The magnified cross-sectional view of CNT-embedded polymer mesh (viii) confirms that the thickness of PPy(DBS) film is approximately 8 μm, agreeing with the PPy(DBS) surfaces grown on flat substrates in our previous report [50]. Compared to the PPy(DBS) surfaces fabricated on SS meshes coated with Au (i.e., without CNTs) (ix), PPy(DBS) surfaces electropolymerized on CNT-covered SS had nodules with an average size of 7 μm over the whole surface. This morphology increased the surface area of PPy(DBS) by 30%, which resulted in the enhancement of surface wettability (discussed in next section).

4.2. Absorption and release of DCM

After fabricating PPy(DBS) meshes, we demonstrate controlled absorption and release of DCM. First, an oxidized PPy(DBS) mesh (in NaNO₃ electrolyte) was dipped in and out of DCM (dyed with purple) as depicted in Fig. 3a–c, where the mesh absorbed DCM, owing to the strong adhesion of DCM to the oxidized PPy(DBS) surface. As shown Fig. 3a and c, the color of PPy(DBS) mesh turned from original dark grey to purple, indicating a successful absorption of DCM. Then, the mesh was moved to a new location within electrolyte without losing DCM, followed by PPy(DBS) reduction.

During reduction (Fig. 3d–f), the PPy(DBS) surface in situ switched its wettability, allowing DCM to be fully released from the mesh. After reduction for 60 s, the color of PPy(DBS) mesh turned back to dark grey (Fig. 3f), suggesting that the once absorbed DCM droplets were fully released from the mesh. While the DCM was released, the PPy(DBS) surface was simultaneously in situ regenerated (i.e., the surface was regenerated without moving the mesh out of electrolyte or using any additional material to the system). After completing this oil absorption and release cycle with simultaneous regeneration of the PPy(DBS) surface, the PPy(DBS) mesh was oxidized again, ready for another cycle of absorption and...
release (i.e., consecutive process). Together, this process demonstrates the continuous absorption and release of oils, while regenerating the PPy(DBS) surface via in situ wettability switch. A video recording, which shows the absorption and release of DCM using a PPy(DBS) mesh, is included in Supporting Material as Video S1.

4.3. Effects of CNT-embedded morphology

Fig. 4 shows in situ switch of underwater wettability of PPy (DBS) towards oils and the effects of the CNT embedment. Fig. 4a shows a DCM droplet with a contact angle of 125° on a horizontally positioned oxidized PPy(DBS) mesh. The droplet was pinned on the vertically positioned mesh, indicating strong adhesion of DCM on the oxidized PPy(DBS) surface. For DCM droplets with a volume of 4 μL, this strong affinity of the CNT-embedded PPy(DBS) mesh to DCM was maintained during 250 redox cycles (test was voluntarily stopped after 250 cycles). In contrast, the DCM roll-off angle was gradually decreased to 84°, 71°, 58°, and 56° on the PPy(DBS) mesh without CNTs after 100, 150, 200, and 250 redox cycles, respectively (Fig. 4b). In addition, we found the roll-off angle also depends on the droplet volume. For example, DCM droplets with volumes of 2.9 μL, 3.5 μL, and 5.0 μL rolled off at tilting angles of 83°, 80°, and 28°, respectively, on oxidized PPy(DBS) meshes without CNTs after 100 redox cycles. Therefore, we further used the retention force to study the oil trapping capability of oxidized PPy(DBS) mesh, which is calculated as:

\[ f = (\rho_o - \rho_w) V g \sin \alpha \]

where \( \rho_o \) and \( \rho_w \) are the densities of oil (DCM) and water (0.1 M NaNO₃), \( V \) is the volume of the DCM droplets, \( g \) is the gravitational acceleration and \( \alpha \) is the roll-off angles of the DCM droplets (<90°) [52]. The retention forces were measured for PPy(DBS) meshes both with and without CNT embedment after multiple redox cycles, each using at least 3 droplets with different volumes with roll-off angles smaller than 90°. The measured maximum retention forces are shown in Fig. 4c. While the PPy(DBS) mesh without CNTs showed the retention force of 21.4 mN, 11.1 mN, and 7.1 mN after 0, 100, and 250 redox cycles, the CNT-embedded PPy(DBS) mesh showed the retention force of 25.7 mN, 20.6 mN, and 16.9 mN, which were measured after 0, 100, and 250 redox cycles. These results show an enhancement of 19.8%, 85.5%, and 137.9%, respectively, over the results using the mesh without CNTs. In addition, CNT-embedded PPy(DBS) mesh demonstrated a slower loss of retention force (i.e., 34.1% decrease compared to 66.7% decrease for the mesh without CNTs after 250 redox cycles). The loss of retention force is generally attributed to the loss of oleophilicity of oxidized PPy(DBS) surface, the influx of hydronium from the electrolyte into the polymer, or the accumulation of surfactant dopants on the surface [46,60–62].

However, CNT-embedded PPy(DBS) surface enhanced the surface oleophilicity, given higher roll-off angles and stronger retention force throughout 250 redox cycles. We attribute the enhanced surface oleophilicity to the embedded CNTs, which increases surface area and roughness; hence, there exists more surface area for oil droplets to contact with oxidized PPy(DBS) surface, resulting in stronger adhesion between the surface and the oil.

When PPy(DBS) is reduced, it switches wettability in situ, allowing the previously absorbed droplet to roll off from or permeate...
through the mesh. Fig. 4d shows that a DCM droplet starts permeating through the pores of the reduced PPy(DBS) mesh in less than 2 s. The DCM droplet was fully removed from the mesh after 10 s of reduction. Other oils were also tested, demonstrating similar roll off behaviors during reduction as shown in Fig. S5 in Supporting Material. Fig. 4e shows the change in ‘switch time’, i.e., the time required for DCM droplets to start rolling off from a PPy(DBS) mesh once it is reduced) with the redox cycles. The switch times for the mesh without CNTs were 8, 45, and 68 s after 0, 100, and 250 redox cycles, respectively. In contrast, the switch times for the CNT-embedded mesh were 1.8, 31.4, and 57 s, respectively. The gradual increase of switch time after redox cycles is due to the loss of DBS- molecules from polymer surface after each reduction. However, CNT-embedded morphology shortens the switch time, because it provides a higher surface area, which increases the amount of DBS- molecules desorbed from PPy(DBS) surfaces under reduction, facilitating more rapid decrease of oil/water interfacial tension and retention force [58,59].

4.4. Continuous DCM transport and surface regeneration

PPy(DBS) meshes were used to demonstrate the absorption and transport of DCM in 0.1 M NaNO₃ environment from one vial to another, and to show the release of DCM droplets from the mesh while simultaneously regenerating PPy(DBS) surfaces, as the first step toward continuous oil/water separation. The experiment was performed using the setup shown in Fig. 5a. First, a 2 cm × 3 cm PPy(DBS) mesh surface was rolled up, oxidized and dipped in and out of the left vial filled with DCM (dyed in purple). Owing to the strong adhesion towards oil, DCM was absorbed on the mesh and transferred to the right vial. PPy(DBS) surfaces were then reduced, allowing DCM attached to the PPy(DBS) surfaces to be released and reclaimed into the right vial, while simultaneously regenerating the PPy(DBS) surface. This process of DCM absorption, transport and release was repeated for 50 cycles as shown in Fig. 5b. After 50 continuous redox cycles (see Fig. 5c), 2.2 mL of DCM was moved using PPy(DBS) mesh without CNTs, which was 11 times of the weight of the entire mesh. In contrast, 3.1 mL of DCM was collected using CNT-embedded mesh, 16 times of its weight. The enhanced DCM collection is attributed to the additional surface area and stronger retention force as described earlier. In addition, the DCM transfer rate was nearly linear as depicted in Fig. 5c, indicating that the amount of DCM transferred during each cycle was nearly identical. This suggests that the adhesion between oxidized PPy(DBS) surface and DCM is still strong enough to maintain the absorption capacity, though retention force slightly decreases after redox cycles (Fig. 4b, c).

5. Conclusion

While numerous mesh-based materials have been developed and used for oil/water separation, one requires special considerations for highly efficient and continuous process. These considerations include integration of both superhydrophobic and superhydrophilic materials [63], use of Janus gradient materials [64], or switching of materials’ wettability using external stimuli such as magnetic field [65], temperature, pH, UV radiation [22,66], vapor exposure [67], electrical signals [68], or their combinations [69–71]. This paper reports on the switch of surface wettability achieved via decrease of oil/water interfacial tension during electrochemical redox of PPy(DBS). The advantages of this method include in situ wettability switch, relatively short switch time (within seconds), low operation voltage (±1 V), and good cyclability (e.g., performance maintained in 250 tested cycles). We have utilized in situ wettability switch of PPy(DBS) surfaces, and demonstrated the controlled absorption, transport, and release of oils using a CNT-embedded PPy(DBS) mesh. The mesh with oxidized PPy(DBS) was used to absorb oils owing to its high affinity to oils, and the mesh with reduced PPy(DBS) was used to release the oils via switching its oil affinity, while simultaneously regenerating the polymer surface. In addition, we embedded CNTs into the PPy(DBS) film to enhance the efficiency of wettability switch. CNT-embedded PPy(DBS) meshes showed 138% higher retention force and 16% shorter switch time after 250 redox cycles than PPy(DBS) meshes without CNTs. The CNT-embedded PPy(DBS) mesh was then used to demonstrate a continuous absorption and transport of DCM, collecting 16 times heavier DCM than the weight of the mesh in 50 redox cycles. Further study is underway to elucidate the functionality of PPy(DBS) surfaces for other common organic pollutants, and to increase the absorption capacity for highly efficient, continuous and automatic oil/water separation.
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